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Pick-up and Delivery Service

Average Capital Requirement: N150,000

Summary: This is a control tower business; remember the famous transporter movie? This is 
something like that. With two motorcycles and two riders for a start you can make as much as 
N150,000/Month, no stress involved, especially when you have steady company or individuals you 
are serving.

Introduction:
Delivery service is a growing idea in Nigeria. It involves trust as people have to entrust you with 
getting a particular item from one place to another within a locality. Companies, eateries, 
confectioneries and individuals need this service, you just need to present yourself/ company as 
trustworthy and you will have as much patronage as your service capacity can handle. With this you 
can gross up to N300,000 per month.

Required Resources
 Assets

Working office (this is optional as you can work from home)
Booking medium (Working telephone, websites, email etc)
Motorbikes and gears
Insurance cover for both riders and packages

 Personnel
Licensed riders
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 Receptionist (optional)

 Capital
The major capital will go into getting very durable yet cost reasonable motorbikes 
(motorcycles). Motorbikes vary in prices depending on brand, new or fairly used and selling 
agent. The prices ranges from N40,000 to N150,000 for one.

Required Skills
 Good presentation and marketing skills
 Good management skills
 Understanding of road networks and navigation

Full description of Operations
 Business operation

The business is strictly movement of legitimate items, packages, gifts from one destination 
to another. The contractor calls you up the price is agreed and paid online –most advised or 
cash paid to rider on pick-up, then the rider delivers the package to the destination. Pick-up 
could be express (picking up and delivery on same day) or delayed (picking up and delivery 
not on same day).

 Objectives
o Provide transportation service for items
o Provide on-time and on-scheduled transportation service

 Benefits
o Relieving your customers the head of transporting an item from one point to 

another.
o Providing alternative for people who can’t afford the expensive courier service.
o Allows you to make extra-income without actually investing too much or bearing high 

risk
o The growth of this business is limitless.

 Possible Limitations and solutions
o Getting trustable riders: this is the most pronounced limitation and once you get this 

wrong, it might dent the business forever. The right approach is to find someone 
who has credible guarantor(s).

o Licensing: Courier permit may be required as the business grows. For a delivery 
service on the small scale, you only need license for your riders but as you become a 
full fledge courier service, in case you are thinking of expanding you will need courier 
license.

Financial Analysis
 Cost
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Cost of Motorbikes: N40,000 to N150,000/motorbike. There is also the motorbike contract 
which carries higher risk and higher cost in the long-run, so the best idea is to buy yours.
Cost of license: Cost of riding permits currently is less than N10,000. However, you can avoid 
this cost by insisting the rider get riders permit as a prerequisite for applying for the job. 
Motor bike permit varies between N15,000 to N30,000 depending on how you go about it.
Cost of personnel (Riders and Receptionist): Salaries to riders varies with location of 
business. However, it ranges from N10,000 to N40,000. The receptionist’s job is to take down 
the pick-up and delivery orders, give the price and contact the nearest rider. This you can do 
yourself for a start till you have need for someone to assist. Average salary of a receptionist is 
N15,000.

Running Cost: This includes cost of running telephone (CUG is advised), cost of fuelling bikes, 
cost provisioning for wear and tear and salaries. All these cost should be covered by your 
pricing.

 Revenue: Depending on the distance, delivery service (express or delayed) and weight of the 
package, price varies. However, the minimum price is N500. Using the minimum price and a 
delivery of at least 10 a day. The expected revenue will be about N240,000/month.
However, if you have good marketing skills, all you need is just say 3 Companies who are 
willing to have you as a servicing firm with a juicy contract to do their deliveries and you will 
be grossing up to N500,000/month. Remember, packaging is everything.
Hypothetic Calculation

Average cost of fairly used bike @60,000/bike
Average deliveries of 10/day of 20days growing 5 per month
Average rate of  N1000/transaction
Average of 4liters per trip @145
Salaries at average of N25,000

Cost of 
Bike

Licensing 
&Gearing

Salaries Fueling Total Cost Revenue Profit

120,000 30,000 - - 150,000 - (150,000)
1st Month 
(10 trps) 

- - 50,000 116,000 166,000 200,000 34,000

5 Months 
(15 trips)

- - 250,000 870,000 1,120,000 1,500,000 380,000

12 Months 
(30 Trips)

240,000 120,000 1,200,000 4,176,000 4,536,000 7,200,000 2,664,000

 More motorbikes means expansion and more profit
 Bicycle can replace motorbikes for short distance, eliminating cost of fuel
 Young school leavers can be used as riders, if bicycle is the means of transportation and the 

business is within a small locality.
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Future Forecast
 Prospects

Expanding the area you cover, number of personnel and improving on your delivery time.
Starting your own courier service that is even beyond the shores of Nigeria
Expanding into a multi-national by riding on franchise for a start

 Evolvement
The ultimate in this field is having your own fully fledged courier service company.

Conclusion
The more Bikes you have the more your deliveries however, the always wise to start small and 
expand as the market demands.

References
For Service consultation contact us via mail at Icriticizedotnet@gmail.com or call within hours +234-
8056433797 
Note that this may attract service charge.
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